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when you start playing priston tale, you will have 5 character slots, and will have to start with the character select screen. there you can choose the name of your character, gender and skin tone. then, you can select the costume your character wears and the equipment it has. the amount of money that you can get is depending on the mission, and the amount is not the same for everyone. for example, if you are working on a mission where you have to rescue red sheep, you
will get more money, if you are working on a mission where you are hiding the black sheep from the enemy. during the first time player met carmen and shadowsan, player, as the white hat hacker, successfully hacked the computer system used by v.i.l.e. here, he was greeted by carmen. she proceeded to steal his phone, which was set to'mute' by default. this meant he could not receive calls, but he could still listen to calls. she asked player to become her hacker, and he

agreed. when player was called to carmen's office, he was confused and surprised by the v.i.l.e. computer system carmen was using. she had not only rebuilt the system, but had also corrupted it, making it more complex and harder to hack. player's first instinct was to hack the system, but carmen instructed him to "learn how to hack" while she took over the computer. when player first hacked into v.i.l.e. academy, he was able to hack into every computer in the building. in his
first hacking attempt, player was able to hack into the computer of lupe peligro. he was able to look into lupe's bedroom. here, he found files containing lupe's secrets for 'the fire', which gave him the idea to hack into carmen's computer and steal the 'the fire'.
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player bought an upgrade for his computer and contacted the cia to hack into the fbi's computer. player hacked into the fbi's computer and found out that a person named rick was being chased. player went to carmen's house, but only to ask for advice. player is also
friends with three other hacker friends, houdini (a young blonde-haired man), shadow (a black man), and ruckus (a young man with red hair). houdini was player's mentor, shadow his fellow white hat, and ruckus his black hat friend. player is also friends with carmen

sandiego and her two henchmen, lupe peligro and m.a.r.c.h. before the start of the game, player's father had been kidnapped and v.i.l.e. had hired player to find him. when the father was found, player was unsuccessful, and the two men argued. player began to follow
in his father's footsteps by becoming a white hat hacker. player is arrested for hacking when he is caught on the v. island while he was hacking into their headquarters. his friends help him escape prison after a few weeks of testing. the three friends go into hiding in fear

of v. player and his friends began their adventures as they hacked into v.i.l.e.. player uses a computer, named the player, to help his friends and himself. after some time, they were caught and jailed in the v. island. player and his friends escape by using his own
computer, the player, to hack into the headquarters. upon exiting the headquarters, they encounter carmen sandiego who then asks them to become her new assassins. player is the only one to refuse, and carmen sandiego leaves without his friends. 5ec8ef588b
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